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Abstract
Background. Although early life adversity (ELA) increases risk for psychopathology, mechanisms linking ELA with the onset of psychopathology remain poorly understood. Conceptual
models have argued that ELA accelerates development. It is unknown whether all forms of
ELA are associated with accelerated development or whether early maturation is a potential
mechanism linking ELA with psychopathology. We examine whether two distinct dimensions
of ELA – threat and deprivation – have differential associations with pubertal timing in girls,
and evaluate whether accelerated pubertal timing is a mechanism linking ELA with the onset
of adolescent psychopathology.
Methods. Data were drawn from a large, nationally representative sample of 4937 adolescent
girls. Multiple forms of ELA characterized by threat and deprivation were assessed along with
age at menarche (AAM) and the onset of DSM-IV fear, distress, externalizing, and eating
disorders.
Results. Greater exposure to threat was associated with earlier AAM (B = −0.1, p = 0.001).
Each 1-year increase in AAM was associated with reduced odds of fear, distress, and externalizing disorders post-menarche (ORs = 0.74–0.85). Earlier AAM significantly mediated the
association between exposure to threat and post-menarche onset of distress (proportion
mediated = 6.2%), fear (proportion mediated = 16.3%), and externalizing disorders (proportion mediated = 2.9%).
Conclusions. Accelerated pubertal development in girls may be one transdiagnostic pathway
through which threat-related experiences confer risk for the adolescent onset of mental
disorders. Early pubertal maturation is a marker that could be used in both medical and
mental health settings to identify trauma-exposed youth that are at risk for developing a mental disorder during adolescence in order to better target early interventions.

Introduction

© Cambridge University Press 2019

Early life adversity (ELA) refers to a broad set of negative experiences in childhood that are
likely to require psychological or neurobiological adaptation and that represent a deviation
from the expected early environment (McLaughlin, 2016). Exposure to ELA is associated
with increased risk for psychopathology across the life-course both in the US (Green et al.,
2010; McLaughlin et al., 2012a, 2012b) and cross-nationally (Kessler et al., 2010). Despite
the robust link between ELA and psychopathology, mechanisms linking ELA to the onset
of psychopathology remain poorly understood. One potential mechanism is accelerated pubertal timing (one’s stage of pubertal development relative to age-matched peers), given that
exposure to ELA is associated with earlier pubertal onset (Graber et al., 1995; Ellis and
Garber, 2000), especially in girls (Mendle et al., 2010; Joinson et al., 2011). Although accelerated pubertal timing is associated with risk for a diverse set of mental disorders (Ullsperger
and Nikolas, 2017), little research has directly examined whether early onset of puberty is a
mechanism explaining elevated risk for psychopathology in youth who have experienced
ELA (see Mendle et al., 2014; Belsky et al., 2015; Negriff et al., 2015 for work that has explored
this idea). Accordingly, this study empirically examines variation in pubertal timing as a mechanism through which ELA exposure confers risk for the onset of psychopathology during
adolescence.
Extensions of life history theory to humans have posited that certain types of ELA may
accelerate pubertal timing, in order to maximize reproduction prior to mortality (Belsky
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et al., 1991; Ellis et al., 2009). Specifically, ELA characterized by
environmental harshness (e.g. trauma, violence exposure) is
thought to accelerate pubertal timing (Ellis et al., 2009; Belsky,
2012a). Recent conceptual models have highlighted the importance of distinguishing between ELA experiences characterized
by threat (i.e. experiences involving trauma/threat of harm to
the child, such as abuse and exposure to violence) v. deprivation
(i.e. experiences involving an absence of expected environmental
inputs, such as physical and psychosocial neglect and food insecurity) (McLaughlin et al., 2014; Sheridan and McLaughlin,
2014; Humphreys and Zeanah, 2015; McLaughlin and Sheridan,
2016). Experiences involving threat and deprivation have increasingly been shown to have unique consequences in the domains of
emotion, cognition, and neural development (Busso et al., 2016;
Everaerd et al., 2016; Dennison et al., 2017; Lambert et al.,
2017; Sheridan et al., 2017; Rosen et al., 2018), although it is
unknown whether they have differential associations with pubertal timing. Harshness maps on well to the threat dimension of
ELA, suggesting that experiences of threat may accelerate pubertal
timing (Sung et al., 2016). However, it is unclear how experiences
of deprivation align with life history theory; whereas nutritional
deprivation/food insecurity and famine are thought to delay
pubertal timing to ensure maximal bioenergetic resources should
reproduction occur (van Noord and Kaaks, 1991; Prebeg and
Bralic, 2000; Rogol et al., 2000), specific predictions about psychosocial neglect are lacking. Determining whether accelerated
pubertal timing is associated with exposure to ELA generally or
with particular dimensions of ELA may help to elucidate specific
psychobiological mechanisms underlying these associations
(McLaughlin, 2016).
To date, few studies have empirically examined whether different dimensions of ELA have distinct associations with pubertal
timing. Prior work examining the effects of specific types of adversity suggests that child abuse and family composition (such as
absence of a biological father/presence of a step-father) are associated with earlier pubertal timing, particularly in females (i.e.
Ellis and Garber, 2000; Belsky et al., 2007; Ryan et al., 2015; Noll
et al., 2017). Less work has examined deprivation and pubertal timing (Ellis, 2004; Belsky, 2012b). Existing work typically finds no
association between psychosocial neglect and pubertal timing
(Mendle et al., 2011; Ryan, Mendle and Markowitz, 2015; Reid
et al., 2017), although two studies found an association between
material deprivation as measured by socioeconomic status (SES)
and accelerated pubertal timing (James-Todd et al., 2010; Sun
et al., 2017). In contrast, studies of war and famine suggest that
severe deprivation can delay pubertal development (van Noord
and Kaaks, 1991; Prebeg and Bralic, 2000). A central issue in
most prior work on this topic is a failure to assess and adjust for
co-occurring forms of ELA. Such an approach is critical when
evaluating potential specificity in associations with pubertal timing
because experiences of ELA are highly co-occurring (Kessler et al.,
2010; McLaughlin et al., 2012a, 2012b). In a smaller community
sample, we found that whereas exposure to threat-related ELA
was associated with the advanced pubertal stage, exposure to
deprivation was associated with the delayed pubertal stage, after
controlling for experiences of threat (Sumner et al., 2018).
Inconsistencies in the prior literature exploring associations
between ELA and pubertal timing may be due, in part, to lack of
consideration of how different dimensions of environmental
experience uniquely influence these associations.
Here we evaluate whether distinct dimensions of ELA – specifically, experiences of threat and deprivation – have differential
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associations with pubertal timing and whether accelerated pubertal timing is a mechanism linking ELA with the onset of psychopathology during adolescence. We examine these questions
among a nationally representative sample of females, using age
at menarche (AAM) as our marker of pubertal timing. We
hypothesized that exposure to threat would be associated with
earlier AAM, even after controlling for co-occurring exposure to
deprivation. Given mixed findings regarding associations between
deprivation and pubertal development, we did not expect to find
associations between deprivation and AAM. Building on prior
work demonstrating that ELA and accelerated pubertal timing
are associated with adolescent psychopathology (McLaughlin
et al., 2012a, 2012b; Platt et al., 2017), we expected that the association between exposure to threat, controlling for co-occurring
exposure to deprivation, and adolescent-onset mental disorders
would be mediated by earlier AAM.
Methods
Sample
Data were from the National Comorbidity Survey Adolescence
Supplement (NCS-A). As described elsewhere (Kessler et al.,
2009a, 2009b, 2009c) the NCS-A data were collected from
2001–2004. Adolescents aged 13–18 were interviewed face-to-face
in dual-frame household and school samples. See online
Supplementary Materials for more detail on sample selection.
The NCS-A sample includes 10 148 participants and 5183
females (51.1%). We focus here only on girls given the literature
suggesting that the association between ELA and pubertal timing
is stronger in girls, and because pubertal timing was measured
only by AAM and no similar measure was available for males.
Females with missing responses for AAM (n = 83; 1.6%) and
those who had not begun menstruating (n = 163; 3.1%) were
excluded from the analyses. The final sample size included is
4937 participants. See Table 1 for sample demographics.
Measures
Early life adversity
Exposure to ELA was assessed using both child interviews and
parent self-administered questionnaires of 11 types of childhood
adversity. Following prior work in this sample (McLaughlin
et al., 2012a, 2012b; Platt et al., 2018), threat-related adversities
included six specific adversities including physical abuse, witnessing domestic violence, sexual assault, witnessing or being the victim of violence in the community, and emotional abuse.
Deprivation-related adversities included five specific adversities
including physical and psychosocial neglect, financial insecurity
(i.e. family received money from a government assistant program), food insecurity, low parental education attainment (less
than a high school degree), and household poverty (ratio of
household income to poverty level <1.5). All adversities were
coded dichotomously. We created a composite score for each
dimension of adversity (threat and deprivation) by summing
across all child- or parent-reports for each type of adversity. See
online Supplementary Materials for more information about the
measurement of ELA. We included poverty and low parental education as indicators of deprivation in our models, consistent with
earlier work in this sample (Platt et al., 2018) and based on extensive evidence demonstrating that children from families with low
parental education and/or income experience reductions in
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Table 1. Participant characteristics
Mean (S.D.)

Range

% (n)

Demographics
Age, years

15.25 (1.47)

13–18

Age at menarche, years

12.10 (1.26)

6–17

Race/ethnicity, %
White

55.58 (2744)

Black

19.71 (973)

Latino

18.31 (904)

Other
Parent income to poverty ratio

6.40 (316)
6.13 (7.97)

0–142.06

Parent education, %
<High school graduate

16.16 (798)

High school graduate

30.18 (1490)

Some college

19.61 (968)

College graduate or advanced degree

34.05 (1681)

Early-life adversity exposure
Threat exposure composite

0.66 (1.06)

0–6

Physical abuse

3.93 (194)

Domestic violence

11.14 (550)

Sexual assault

9.86 (487)

Violent victimization

9.64 (476)

Witnessing violence

11.06 (546)

Emotional abuse

6.83 (337)

0 Threat events

62.91 (3106)

1 Threat event

19.26 (951)

2 Threat Events

10.67 (527)

3+ Threat events
Deprivation exposure composite

7.15 (353)
0.64 (0.86)

0–5

Poverty (ratio of household income to poverty level <1.5)

16.89 (834)

Parent education (<high school graduate)

16.16 (798)

Financial insecurity

16.95 (837)

Food insecurity

13.02 (643)

Neglect

0.75 (37)

0 Deprivation events

56.71 (2800)

1 Deprivation event

27.36 (1351)

2 Deprivation events

11.67 (576)

3+ Deprivation events

4.25 (210)

Mental disorders

S.D.,

Pre-menarche distress diagnosis

5.73 (283)

Post-menarche distress diagnosis

11.00 (543)

Pre-menarche fear diagnosis

28.9 (1427)

Post-menarche fear diagnosis

8.14 (402)

Pre-menarche externalizing diagnosis

3.48 (172)

Post-menarche externalizing diagnosis

15.03 (742)

Pre-menarche eating diagnosis

1.52 (75)

Post-menarche eating diagnosis

5.00 (427)

standard deviation.
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cognitive and social stimulation than children from higher-SES
families (Bradley et al., 2001; Duncan and Magnuson, 2012).
However, poverty has also been conceptualized as a risk factor
for, rather than a direct marker of, deprivation (McLaughlin
et al., 2014; Sheridan and McLaughlin, 2014). Results were consistent when we removed poverty and parental education from
our deprivation composite, and we retain them in final models.
We evaluated whether associations of ELA with AAM and
mental disorders were due to experiencing any threat or deprivation experience, and whether the effects were due to cumulative
exposure to ELAs, measured by a count of the number of threat
and deprivation experiences1.
Age at menarche
AAM was assessed via self-report. Girls were asked the age at
which they had their first period, in whole year increments.
Responses ranged from 6–17 years of age (mean = 12.10 years
of age, median = 12.0 years of age)2. AAM was modeled as a continuous variable. Interview-based assessments of AAM in adolescence have been shown to be acceptably reliable (Dorn et al.,
2013).
Mental disorders
Adolescents were administered a modified version of the CIDI, a
fully structured, valid and reliable interview administered by
trained interviewers that assesses both lifetime and past-year
DSM-IV disorders (Kessler and Üstün, 2004; Kessler et al.,
2009a, 2009b, 2009c). Age-of-onset of each disorder was assessed
using procedures shown experimentally to improve the accuracy
of these reports (Knäuper et al., 1999). We used this information
to determine whether a disorder onset was pre- or post-menarche.
We examined fifteen adolescent disorders, and conducted a confirmatory factor analysis to reduce the data to four disorder
groups based on prior work in this sample: fear disorders
(panic disorder with/without agoraphobia, agoraphobia without
panic disorder, social phobia, specific phobia), distress disorders
(major depressive disorder/dysthymia, generalized anxiety disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder), externalizing disorders
[oppositional defiant disorder, conduct disorder, alcohol abuse,
drug abuse, tobacco abuse (with or without dependence)], and
eating disorders (anorexia, bulimia, binge eating; McLaughlin
et al., 2012a, 2012b; Platt et al., 2017). This model fit the data
well (CFI = 0.94; RMSEA = 0.029; Hu and Bentler, 1999).
Each disorder onset was classified as having occurred pre- or
post-menarche. Participants could have experienced both a premenarche and post-menarche disorder in the same disorder
group [e.g. a participant could have experienced specific phobia at
age 4 (pre-menarche) and social phobia at age 14 (post-menarche)].
Covariates
Models were adjusted for age, race/ethnicity, body mass index
(BMI), and pre-menarche onset disorders and SES (for models
that did not include deprivation). See online Supplementary
Materials for more details.
Data analysis
We first used linear regression to estimate associations between
ELAs (independent variables; threat and deprivation adversities)
and menarche age (dependent variable). Second, we used logistic
regression to estimate the associations of ELAs (independent variables: threat and deprivation adversities) with post-menarche disorder onset, separately for fear, distress, externalizing, and eating
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disorders (dependent variables). Third, we used logistic regression
to estimate the associations between menarche age (independent
variable) and post-menarche disorder onset for each disorder
group (dependent variables). We tested a mediation model only
when there was a significant association between ELA and
AAM, and AAM and a disorder group. We implemented the
mediation analysis by fitting linear regression models to estimate
the distribution of the mediator given the observed exposure and
covariate values, and logistic regression models to estimate the
distribution of the outcome given the observed exposure,
mediator, and covariate values. These fitted models were used
to estimate the indirect pathway parameters, interpreted as the
log odds of developing a post-menarche disorder for each ELA
a participant experienced, mediated by a 1-year change in AAM
(see online Supplementary Materials for details). Robust standard
errors were computed to estimate 95% confidence intervals, using
quasi-Bayesian Monte Carlo methods based on normal approximation (Imai et al., 2010).
Sensitivity analyses
Timing of exposure was assessed for most threat-related adversities, but none of the deprivation-related adversities. We did not
incorporate information on timing of exposure into our main
analyses because we did not want to introduce a systematic difference between how threat and deprivation-related adversities were
assessed. However, in order to ensure findings do not reflect
reverse causality, we ran sensitivity analyses excluding instances
of sexual assault, physical abuse, witnessing domestic violence
and witnessing or being the victim of violence in the community
that occurred post-menarche. The direction and significance of
our results were unchanged in these models, which are reported
in the online Supplementary Materials.
Finally, given that the threat composite included six indicators
and the deprivation composite included only five, we wanted to
ensure that the reduced range in the deprivation composite was
not responsible for our results. To do so, we created a standardized score (M = 0, S.D. = 1) of each composite, consistent with
prior work (Sumner et al., 2018). Using these composites did
not change the direction or significance of our results (see online
Supplementary Materials).
Results
Early life adversity and age at menarche
We first examined whether the number of threat or deprivation
experiences was associated with AAM (Table 2). Here, a greater
number of threat-related exposures was associated with earlier
AAM (B = −0.1, S.E. = 0.03, p = 0.001; Fig. 1a). The number of
deprivation exposures was not associated with AAM (B = 0.01,
S.E. = 0.03, p = 0.63; Fig. 1b). See online Supplementary Table S2
for estimates for all individual indicators of threat and
deprivation.
Early life adversity and post-menarche mental disorders
We next examined how the number of threat-related or
deprivation-related experiences predicted post-menarche disorder
onset (online Supplementary Table S3; Model 1). Experiencing a
greater number of threat-related ELAs was associated with elevated odds of post-menarche distress (OR 1.71, 95% CI 1.49–
1.97, p < 0.001), fear (OR 1.35, 95% CI 1.19–1.52, p < 0.001),
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Table 2. Regression parameters for associations of childhood adversity and age
at menarche
Estimate

St. error

t

p

Intercept

12.195

0.046

266.977

< 0.001***

Threat count

−0.098

0.026

−3.813

0.014

0.029

0.482

BMI

−0.215

0.024

−8.817

< 0.001***

Age

0.116

0.018

6.357

< 0.001***

Black

−0.184

0.052

−3.540

Hispanic

−0.213

0.067

−3.175

0.003

0.120

0.025

Dep count

0.001 ***
0.633

Race

Other

0.001**
0.003**
0.980

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

externalizing (OR 1.82, 95% CI 1.61–2.05, p < 0.001), and eating
disorders (OR 1.49, 95% CI 1.27–1.75, p < 0.001). Exposure to a
greater number of deprivation-related adversities was associated
with elevated odds of post-menarche externalizing disorders
(OR 1.2, 95% CI 1.04–1.39, p < 0.05). See online Supplementary
Table S2 (Model 2) for ORs for all individual indicators of threat
and deprivation-related forms of adversity.
Age at menarche and post-menarche mental disorders
We conducted four separate logistic regressions to evaluate
whether AAM was associated with the post-menarche onset of
each disorder group. Later AAM was associated with reduced
odds of experiencing post-menarche distress (OR 0.75, 95%
CI 0.65–0.85, p < 0.001), fear (OR 0.74, 95% CI 0.65–0.84,
p < 0.001), and externalizing disorders (OR 0.85, 95% CI 0.76–
0.94, p < 0.01), but not eating disorders (OR 0.98, 95% CI 0.86–
1.12, p = 0.70; Table 3). These results indicate that earlier age of
menarche is associated with elevated odds of post-menarche
distress, fear, and externalizing disorders.
Mediation results
We tested whether AAM mediated the association between
threat-related ELA and post-menarche disorder onset (Fig. 2;
online Supplementary Table S4). We observed a significant indirect effect of cumulative threat-related ELAs on distress (B = 0.003,
OR 1.003, 95% CI 1.002–1.004; proportion mediated = 6.2%), fear
(B = 0.003, OR 1.003, CI 1.002–1.004; proportion mediated =
16.3%), and externalizing disorders (B = 0.002, OR 1.002, CI
1.001–1.003; proportion mediated = 2.9%) through earlier AAM.
These results can be interpreted as the increased log odds of
each disorder group for each experience of threat-related ELA,
mediated by a 1-year decrease in menarche onset, and indicate
that accelerated pubertal timing is a mediator of the association
between threat-related ELA and adolescent-onset mental
disorders.
Discussion
We provide novel evidence that a specific dimension of ELA (i.e.
threat but not deprivation) is associated with earlier AAM in
females, and that this accelerated pubertal timing is a

Fig. 1. (a) Adjusted age at menarche for individuals who experienced 0, 1, 2, or 3+
threat-related early life adversity experiences. Model adjusted for age, race/ethnicity,
and deprivation-related ELA. Error bars represent standard errors. (b) Adjusted age at
menarche for individuals who experienced 0, 1, 2, or 3+ threat-related early life
deprivation experiences. Model adjusted for age, race/ethnicity, and threat-related
ELA. Error bars represent standard errors.

transdiagnostic mechanism contributing – in part – to the association between ELA and onset of mental disorders in adolescence.
Specifically, experiences of threat, but not deprivation, were associated with earlier AAM. Earlier AAM, in turn, was associated
with increased odds of experiencing an onset of distress, fear,
and externalizing disorders post-menarche. Critically, we demonstrate that earlier AAM partially mediates the association between
threat-exposure in childhood and the onset of post-menarche distress, fear, and externalizing disorders. These findings suggest that
accelerated pubertal development may be one potential pathway
through which trauma exposure confers risk for psychiatric disorders in adolescent females.
Extensions of life history theory to humans has posited that
exposure to environmental harshness (i.e. threat) in childhood
accelerates maturation, in order to increase the likelihood of
reproduction prior to potential mortality (Rickard et al., 2014).
Our evidence is consistent with this theory, as a greater number
of threat-related experiences in childhood was associated with
earlier AAM. They also replicate recent findings from our lab
demonstrating that threat-related adversities are associated with
accelerated pubertal development, whereas deprivation-related
adversities are associated with delayed pubertal development
(Sumner et al., 2018). The mechanisms through which ELA influences pubertal timing remain unknown. One possibility is that
ELA provides an early signal to the organisms about the type of
environment they are likely to experience, which allows the development of an appropriate phenotype for that environment; the
neurobiological mechanisms that could mediate this type of
early forecasting remain unknown, but most likely involve the
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis (Saxbe et al., 2014;
Negriff et al., 2015). Alternatively, increasing evidence suggests
that ELA – particularly experiences of threat – are associated
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Table 3. Odds ratios for associations of age at menarche and post-menarche mental disorders
Distress disorders

Fear disorders

Externalizing disorders

Eating disorders

OR (95% CI)

OR (95% CI)

OR (95% CI)

OR (95% CI)

(Intercept)

3.857 (0.995–16.430)

2.521 (0.481–13.214)

1.861 (0.528–6.564)

0.047 (0.008–0.267)

Age at menarche

0.746 (0.653–0.854)***

0.737 (0.647–0.840)***

0.845 (0.763–0.936)**

0.979 (0.858–1.117)

BMI

1.098 (0.915–1.318)

0.995 (0.864–1.147)

1.058 (0.945–1.184)

1.020 (0.846–1.231)

Age

1.370 (1.267–1.481)***

1.189 (1.056–1.339)**

1.552 (1.418–1.698)***

1.170 (1.016–1.348)*

Race
Black

0.897 (0.627–1.284)

1.336 (0.869–2.055)

0.475 (0.313–0.721)*

1.374 (0.835–2.260)

Hispanic

1.095 (0.702–1.709)

1.228 (0.721–2.091)

0.668 (0.435–1.026)

2.376 (1.149–4.910)*

Other

0.745 (0.423–1.313)

1.088 (0.617–1.916)

0.941 (0.562–1.576)

1.044 (0.508–2.145)

Income

0.992 (0.980–1.005)

1.001 (0.982–1.020)

0.992 (0.973–1.001)

0.999 (0.985–1.013)

High school

0.908 (0.595–1.388)

1.050 (0.687–1.603)

0.881 (0.674–1.152)

0.988 (0.726–1.344)

Some college

1.198 (0.799–1.795)

1.062 (0.635–1.774)

0.764 (0.505–1.115)

1.365 (0.573–3.248)

College

1.034 (0.714–1.497)

0.702 (0.424–1.161)

0.511 (0.388–0.673)***

1.025 (0.648–1.621)

2.121 (1.288–3.492)**

1.877 (1.300–2.711)**

5.447 (2.923–10.150)***

1.553 (0.353–6.834)

Parental education

Pre-menarche disorder
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.

with accelerated cellular and epigenetic aging (Wolf et al., 2017;
Sumner et al., 2018). Recent models argue that internal markers
of aging provide a signal to the reproductive system that accelerates sexual maturation in response to advanced biological aging
(Nettle et al., 2013; Rickard et al., 2014). Finally, evidence from
animal models suggests that ELA influences epigenetic programing which in turn, signals the onset of pubertal development
(Cameron et al., 2008; Cameron, 2011). Future research is needed
to directly evaluate these mechanisms.
In contrast, we found no evidence for an association between
deprivation and altered pubertal timing. Life history theory posits
that deprivation of bioenergetics resources could result in delayed
maturation and later AAM (Ellis et al., 2009). It is likely that
deprivation in our modern context is not the same as deprivation
in our evolutionary past. Although food insecurity is common in
the U.S. and associated with youth psychopathology (McLaughlin
et al., 2012a, 2012b), caloric intake may be sufficient to support
metabolic processes even in individuals who experience food insecurity and nutrient deficiency in the US (Barrett, 2010). It is possible that more extreme forms of deprivation in contexts where
food scarcity is associated with significantly decreased caloric
intake may be more strongly associated with pubertal timing, particularly delayed the onset of puberty, consistent with prior studies of war-related famine (van Noord and Kaaks, 1991; Prebeg
and Bralic, 2000). These findings highlight the importance of considering the nature of the exposure when exploring the developmental consequences of ELA. Future research should carefully
distinguish between the effects of threat- and deprivation-related
adversities on pubertal timing.
Accelerated life history strategies stemming from early
environmental circumstances may be adaptive in terms of reproductive fitness but appear to have deleterious consequences for
mental health. We provide novel evidence that accelerated pubertal timing is a mechanism contributing to the strong association
between threat-related ELA and post-menarche onset of fear, distress, and externalizing disorders, after controlling for important

confounders such as race/ethnicity, BMI, SES, and pre-menarche
mental disorders. These findings suggest that accelerated pubertal
timing may be one pathway through which exposure to trauma
increases the risk for mental disorders in girls. Although prior
work has shown that certain types of adversity are associated
with pubertal timing (Natsuaki et al., 2011; Mendle et al., 2016)
and that adversity is associated with onset of mental disorders
in adolescence and adulthood (Green et al., 2010; Kessler et al.,
2010; McLaughlin et al., 2012a, 2012b), prior literature exploring
pubertal timing as a mediator of the effect of adversity on mental
health has been limited and results are mixed (Mendle et al., 2014;
Belsky et al., 2015; Negriff et al., 2015). This may reflect that prior
studies have examined single types of adversity (sexual abuse;
Mendle et al., 2014) or a composite measure of adversity that
includes both experiences of threat and deprivation (Belsky
et al., 2015; Negriff et al., 2015). We demonstrate that accelerated
pubertal timing explains a significant proportion of the association only between trauma-related adversities and post-menarche
mental disorder onsets, particularly fear (16.3%) and distress
(6.2%) disorders. The association between early puberty and psychopathology is often attributed to discrepancies between physical
and cognitive development (Ge and Natsuaki, 2009; Mendle,
2014). Accelerated physical maturation may place females in a
social context that they are not prepared to handle in terms of
their social-cognitive development, either presenting opportunities for engagement in age-inappropriate risk-taking behaviors
or creating psychological distress. Accelerated pubertal timing is
also associated with heightened stress reactivity in adolescents
(Natsuaki et al., 2009) and altered neural responses to emotional
stimuli (Whittle et al., 2015). However, understanding of the
neurobiological mechanisms linking accelerated pubertal timing
to psychopathology remains limited (Byrne et al., 2017) and
represents a critical direction for future research.
Several limitations of this study highlight key directions for
future research. First, we focused solely on AAM as a metric of
pubertal timing. Menarche occurs relatively late in the pubertal
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Fig. 2. Total and indirect effect of threat-related ELA exposure on the onset of mental
disorder (separate models for distress, fear, and externalizing disorders) through age
at menarche. Model adjusted for age, race/ethnicity, SES, and pre-menarche disorder.

process and does not provide information on the tempo or pace of
pubertal progression (Marceau et al., 2011). Similarly, the use of
cross-sectional data precludes us from making causal claims
about the associations among ELA, pubertal timing and psychopathology. Future research should explore these findings in a longitudinal dataset. Use of AAM as a metric of pubertal timing also
prevented us from studying males. Furthermore, we used race/
ethnicity as a covariate rather than exploring how adversity
might interact with race/ethnicity to predict AAM. Future
research should explore potential sex differences and differences
across race/ethnicity in these associations. Additionally, we
assessed AAM in whole-year increments, which may limit the
precision of our estimates. Second, the timing of ELA could influence pubertal timing (Parent et al., 2015). Information on timing
of exposure was unavailable for all deprivation-related adversities
in the NCS-A, precluding us from examining timing of exposure
as a predictor of AAM and limiting our ability to establish clear
temporal sequencing of ELA occurring prior to AAM. However,
timing of exposure was available for most threat-related adversities. In a sensitivity analysis, we demonstrate that threat-related
adversities occurring prior to menarche predict both AAM
and post-menarche onset of mental disorders with no change
in the direction or significance of our results (see online
Supplementary Materials). This bolsters our confidence in the
finding that pre-menarche trauma is associated with earlier
AAM and increased risk of post-menarche mental disorders. It
will be important to replicate these patterns in longitudinal studies with greater information on timing of adversity exposure.
Third, ELAs were coded dichotomously and we did not take
into account the severity of specific adversities. Given the
nature of the survey data collected from this large, nationallyrepresentative sample, this was not feasible. Future research
should explore how the severity and timing of ELAs influence
pubertal timing and AAM. An alternative explanation for the
association of ELA with pubertal timing is the heritability/
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intergenerational transmission of pubertal timing (de Vries
et al., 2004; Towne et al., 2005). It is plausible that mothers
who experience an earlier onset of puberty reproduce at an earlier
age and/or expose their offspring to a more adverse environment.
Future research should explore how maternal age at menarche
influences the associations of ELA, child age at menarche, and
psychopathology. Finally, self-reports of age of onset (of ELA,
age at menarche, and psychopathology) are subject to recall
bias. Because these biases are likely to be non-systematic, this
would make our findings conservative estimates of the true
associations.
Finally, we note that associations between AAM and psychiatric disorders are complicated by the fact that both the exposure
and the outcomes have a natural course that is developmentally
linked. By defining the outcome in our analyses as post-menarche
disorders, which is necessary to establish temporality, we are also
introducing some selection processes. Such selection will be minimal for disorders with later average ages of onset [e.g. MDD
(mean age = 12.35), alcohol/drug/tobacco abuse (14.60/14.55/
14.50), eating disorders (13.19)], but caution should be applied
for disorders with earlier ages of average onset. For example,
the average onset age of specific phobia in these data is 6.13
(S.D. = 2.51). Those girls with the onset of specific phobia after
menarche (mean age 12) may be different in terms of etiology
and phenomenology of disorder than girls with the onset of
specific phobia pre-menarche. However, we addressed the
potential for selection to explain our results by controlling for
pre-menarche disorders.
We demonstrate that earlier age at menarche may be one pathway through which ELA, particularly threat-related experiences,
leads to later psychopathology in a population-representative
sample of females. These findings have relevance for pediatric
health practice. Specifically, early menarche is an easily assessed
marker that can be measured non-intrusively that can identify
females who may be at risk for later psychopathology. Both medical and mental health professionals can use these findings to
guide preventative and early interventions in trauma-exposed
youth who may be showing signs of early pubertal onset (such
as AAM ⩽ 10 years of age), in order to mitigate the subsequent
development of psychopathology.
Notes
1

22.4% of the sample experienced both a threat and deprivation-related
adversity.
2
Given the wide range of age of menarche reported by this sample, we also
ran analyses excluding the 20 participants (0.004% of the sample) with
AAM > or < 3 S.D. from the mean. Our results hold after removing these
participants.
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